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Polynomial Growth or Decay of Elgenfunctlons of
Second-order Elliptic Operators
By

Jun UCHIYAMA*

§ Oo Introduction
In this paper we shall study the asymptotic behaviors as #|-»oo
of the not identically vanishing solution u (#) e H\oc (Q) of secondorder elliptic equation in an unbounded domain Q={x\

where the matrix (0,v(#)) is uniformly positive definite, &,-(#) ( l < z
<w) and <?! (ff) are real-valued functions, and q2 (#) is a complexvalued function. In case aij(x)=dlj (Kronecker's delta) we state the
main parts of the assumptions : there exist some constants a^ /3, ^3 y
satisfying j8, )?>0 and 2-2jS<7<min {2, 2a} such that
lim sup r2~wlrdrql(x')
u —y

+rq\(x)
2

-o

Z—

|5 (*)*

|

where B(x} = (d^^x} — d j b i ( x } ) is an ?2X?2 matrix. Moreover there
exist some constants OO<1, — oo<<51<;oo9 C>03 d2<fi — 2 such that
Pw\2dx+c{
J^3

rl\w\2dx

for any M; (*) e C0°° (fi) ,
for \x\>R*

where (/)_(jv) =max{0, —/(A:)} for a real-valued function /(^) 8 More
Communicated by S. Matsuura, January 215 1987.
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detailed conditions are stated in §!„ Then by Theorem 1.3 in §1
we have for any e>0
lim inf R*+™«*.w[
R-»°°

JR<\x\<R+B

\

Moreover if a + max{05 5l9 d2] <1, then u(x}
This result can be recognized as a generalization of Kato [5],
Agmon [1, Theorem 3], Agmon [2, Theorems 3, 4 and 5], IkebeUchiyama [4]9 Uchiyama [7], Mochizuki [6], Eastham-Kalf [3,
Theorems 6.3.3 and 6. 40 2] and Yamada [12] from following points
of view. [1] and [12] did not give their own complete proof. The
term «„(*) is lacking in [5], [1], [2], [7], [3] and [12]. The term
6.-00 is lacking in [5], [1], [2] and [7], In [5], [2], [4] and [12]
it was assumed that 91 (#)<() for r^>RQ. So they are not applicable
to atomic type many body potential treated in Example 5.3 and
Remark 5.4 in §5. In [5], [4], [7] and [6] d1 was restricted to satisfy
Si<Q. Except for [1] and [3, Theorem 6.3.3], it was difficult to
treat Examples 5.1^-5.8 in one theorem. But in [3] only the case
£=1 was treated. So in order to show u ( x ) & L 2 ( Q ) , they assumed
di<l and <52< —1, which was needed to satisfy a -f max {09 <5l5 d2] < I
(noting 2-2/3 = 0<^<2of). And in case ^>1 they needed another
theorem [3, Theorem 6. 4. 2], which corresponds to Example 5. 1 in
§5 and [2, Theorem 5].
Here we note that [1], [2], [7] and [12] treated the critical case
2-2/3 <7<2a and they gave better estimates than ours under more
strict conditions on q2(x) and curl b(x).
The introduction of ^>0 in the above assumptions can be found
in [1], Other articles treated only the case £=1 (i.e. 2-2^ = 0),
and are not applicable to Example 5. 2 in §5. Such conditions depending on ft are also found in Uchiyama [8 3 9 3 10], which deal the
exponential decay of u(x) at infinity.
In §1 the Assumptions and main results are explained. §2 is the
preliminary stage of the proofs of the theorems. The identity given
in Lemma 20 8 is fully used in §3 and §4. In §5 we give several
applications of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Some of Examples in §5 were
also considered in [8, 95 10] which showed
lim exp{/Z E }\
R-*°°

jR<\x\<R+l

|M(#) \2dx=+oo

for any s>0.
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But here for such solutions u ( x ) we shall show that
\u(x) \2dx>®

Hm inf R"\
R-*°o

JR<\X\<R + l

holds, and we shall calculate ft.

§ 1. Assumptions

Main Results

At first we shall list the notations which will be freely used in the
sequel, and are the same as given in Uchiyama [8].

Notations :

# = # / | # | a n d r — |#1
dj = d/ dxj and dr = d/ dr ;

for # = (#l5 . . . , x

Z>,= 3, + V=T*,00 and D=(D19...,DJ',
7f= (9^ . q o ? 3njf)
for a scalar valued function /(#) ;
div g=d1gij± ----- \-dngn

for

a

vector

valued

function £(#) =

(gi M , . . . , ^ W ) ;
-4=-4W = (fllV W) is an ^ X / z matrix;
B = B(x) =curl b(x) = ( d i b j ( x ) — d j b i ( x ) ) is an /zXrc matrix;
(/)±W =max{0, ±/(x)} >0
for a real-valued function /(^) ;
supp[/] denotes the closure of [x\f(x)^0] ;
C y (^) denotes the class of j-times continuously differentiate functions ;
C0~ GO) = {/(*) I for any j = 0, 1, 29 . . . , f^Cj(Q) and supp[/] is
a compact set in -0} ;
Z/C0) = {/(*) I (
UcW

= {/(*) I

\ f ( x ) \*dx<oo]
for

for ^>1 ;

any compact set Kc:Q,\\f(x)

Hm(Q)

\*dx<oo] for

denotes the class of L 2 -functions in Q such that all distribution derivatives up to m belong to L2(Q} ;
HZeW denotes the class of L?oc-functions in Q such that all
distribution derivatives up to m belong to LiQC(Q) ;

(\

\J|*|=«

~\

}f(*)dS = \

J\x\=s/

J\x\=t

f(x)dS-\
J
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Next we shall state the conditions required in the theorems.
Assumptions :
(Al) each au(x)^C2(Q}
(A2) aij(x)=an(x) ;

is a real-valued function;

(A3) fl,-/*)->3lV as I* I-* 00 ;
(A4) there exists some constant Cx>l such that for any x
and any f e C n we have

(A5)
(Bl)
(B2)
(Cl)
(C2)
(C3)
(Dl)
(D2)
(E)
(F)

(Fl)

5 J fl,.y(*)=o(r- 1 ) as |*|->oo;
each b{(x) is a real-valued function;
for any w^H\oc(Q) we have |i,.| 2 |zi;| 2 , |3^.|2M2 EEL}OC(£);
ft 00 is a real-valued function;
for any w^H\oc(Q) we have |?1| |w | 2 eLf oc (^);
for any w^H\oc(Q) we have |Fft| \w \2$EL\QC(Q}\
02(*) is a complex-valued function;
for any w^H\oc(Q) we have |g z | \w\2^L\QC(Q}\
^ is a domain in Rn and there exists some constant RQ^>1
such that £D{*| \x\>R0};
there exist some constants a5 /3, ^9 37 satisfying 0<^</3, 57 >0
and some real-valued function f(x) ^Cl(Q) such that (Fl)
~(F5) hold0
a^rM+d

for |*|>/? 0 ;

(F2) 2-2/3 + 5 < r W < 2 - ^
(F3)

for \x\>R0;

lim sup r2-

(F4) 3;3m«,vW =o(r^ 2 )
as |*|->oo;
1
(F5) Fr(x) =o(r^ )
as |*|-»oo;
(Gl) there exist some constants 0<a<l, — oo^^oo and C2>0
such that for any w^C%(Q) we have
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there exist some constants d2<f$ — 2 and C3>0 such that for
any \x\>RQ we have

where Refc] means the real part of
Now we have the
Theorem 1.1. Let u(x) satisfy
-<D,ADuy+(qi(x)+q2(x»u(x)=Q
(*):•

in 0,

MWeHfoc(fl),
( supp[w] is not a compact set in Q (closure of Q) .

Let conditions (A)~(G) hold. Then we have
lim inf R"
\X\=R

and for any
T

-

a+niaxtO.a,,^}
na
l 2 f

r

lim inf R

\

.

|M

Jl2<!x|<l2+E

Corollary 1.2. L^ M(^) satisfy (*), and let conditions (A)^-(G)

Now we shall consider the more special case under the weaker
conditions.
Theorem 1.3. Let u(x) satisfy
' -<D,Du>+{q1W+q2(x)}u(x)=Q
(**)

in Q,

2

: < Me// oc(£),
k supp[w] is not a compact set in Q0

We assume (B)^(G) with ais(x) =du except for (G3). Instead of (G3)
we assume
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(C3) ' for any w e Hlloe (0) we have \ 3r^ \ \ w \ 2 e L\oc (fl) .
we have
lim inf
tf-froo

for any
i-

•

f

T^o:+max{0,S1,5g} f

hm mf #

*2 \

J?-*oo

.

|w

J^<U|<5+6

Moreover if

we have u(
Lastly we shall consider the most special case under the weakest
conditions.
Theorem 1.4.

Let u(x)

satisfy

' —Au(x) + [qi O) +£2 ( x ) } u ( x ) = 0 in Q,
(***) :' uEiH2 (£?)
. supp[w] is not a compact set in Q,
where A is a Laplacian in Rn. We assume (C) / ^(G) with au(x) =du
and bt(x)=0 except for (C3), (F2) and (F5). Instead of (G3), (F2)
and (F5) we assume (G3)', and
(F2)' 2-2p + d<r(x)£2'9
(F5)' 3 r rW=o(r^" 1 ) as |*|->oo awrf
|(F-x3 r )7-W |< {2-r(^)}1/2/? (x), n;A«r« pW = o(r*~l) as
Then we have
lim inf R\
R-»°o

J!*i=.R

[ \dru \2+

and for any e>0
T

•

n T^o+maxxO.a-.fl,} f

lim mf R
j?-»o°

\

JR<\x\<R+B

Moreover if
a + max{0, 3l9 32] <1,
then we have u(

.

i« » -^ /\

\u\2dx>Q,
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Remark 1 0 5. (F2)' and (F5)' are weaker conditions than (F2)
and (F5) B In fact j ( x ) =2 (constant) satisfies (F2)' and (F5)' ? and
does not satisfy (F2) and (F5) .
§2e Preliminary Lemmas
In this section all the conditions (A)~(G) are assumed 0
let u(x) satisfy (*) .

And

Lemma 20 1. We have
(1) <U (*)*,*>= 1+0(1) as |*|->oo,
(2) di(<A(x)^^»=o(r-1) as |*|->oo9 and
di(<A(x^x,x>-l)=o(r~1) as |*|->oo,
(3) didj(<A(x)x,x»=o(r8-2) as |*|->oo, and
didj(<A(x)x,x>-l)=o(r^2) as |*|->oo,
(4) div (4 (*)*) = (« -Of 1 +0(0
as\x\-*oo,
2
(5) 9 t .(div(^(x)^))-c?(^- ) as |x|->oo 0
Proof. Noting (A3), (A5), (F4) and /3>0? we have the assertions by direct calculations. In fact we have
<A*,*>=l+<(A-E)*,*>,
where £=(5 f y )is the nXn identity matrix,

+ (djakl W)3,- (xkx^ +akl (*) 3f dj
dixk=0(r~l) and didjxk=0(r~2)

as |A;|->OO,

= E

Lemma 2=2. For any x^Q and any feC 1 " we have
<A (*) £ , f > - O (*) *, x>~1 \<A (*) £ , * > | 2
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Proof. By direct calculation we have the assertion.
Lemma 2,3. There exist some constants R^RQ and C4>0 such that
for any real-valued function <j>(r} GCJ (R\> oo) we have
{rmax{^2W)2 + ^'W 2 } \u\*dx.
Proof. By (A3), (A4) and (Gl), there exist some Ri>R0 and
£>0 such that for any r>Rl and any fe£7 n we have

Since u(x) satisfies (*), we have by integration by parts for

Q

-<A ADu>+ (ft 4-

\ [$2<ADu, D^>-sf<Ax, x>~1 \<ADu,
Jj3

where we use Lemma 2.2. For any )?>0 let MVW = {|M(*)
Since | M | < | M V | and M7FM7? = Re[w(7M] =Re[w£)w] 9 we have

M 7 (A:)] is a compact set in Q.
By (Gl) and limiting procedure we have for any w^Hl(Q} satisfying that supp[^] is a compact set in Q
JQ

(qi)-\w\2dx<a{

JQ

\?w\*dx+C2{

Then we have

o

\u.\*dx.

JQ
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Let )? 40. Since q^L^O) by (C2), we have by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

\

JQ

(ql)-^\u\2dx<

Q

} \u\*dx.

JQ

Then we have
2

} \u\*dx,

Q

where C5= {(1 -e)2- (1 +£)«} ^max^ + Cg, ^(l+e) (l+a)} .
fore we have

There-

Q

1

where C4 = C5+ (1 +e)flC 5 + max{C 2 ,e- (l +e)fl}>0.
Lemma 2e 40 T/z^r^ ^xijfj jom^ constant C6>0 JM^A ^/z<2^ /or any realvalued function C(r) eC1^!, oo ) satisfying

ra"l

\

JUI>K!

liming
f-*oo

Jf<!je|<i+l

C(r)»|a(*) |Vx = 0,

and for any R>Ri (where RI is the one given in Lemma 2 0 3 ) 9 we have
+ (?1) _ ! U |

and t>R + 2 we choose f ^ (r) e C0°° (/?, 0
e For any /^^
satisfying f w ( r ) = l for ^ + i < r < ^ - l and 0 < f ^ ( r ) < l for R<r<te
At the same time we can assume that there exists some constant C7>0
such that for any R>Rl9 t>R + 2 and r>^ we have \£'Rt(r) \<C7a
Then by Lemma 2, 3 we have for any R>Rl and t>R-\-2, noting
f ( r ) = 0 for
R+l<\x\<t-l
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*) \u\*dx
R<\X\<t

R<\x\<R+l

Jt-K\x\<t

Letting £— >oo along the suitable subsequence and letting C6 = max
{2C4, 2C4Cf}>0, we have the assertion.
D
Definition 2,5. For real-valued functions ^(r) eC 2 (/? 0? °°)9
and g(x)^Cl(O)9 let

UM <A W x, x> {2<A W ^ ^X1 1<^^? x> |

F(t ; ft /, «) =

The meaning of F(t;p,f,g)

Lemma 2. 6. ^

can be cleared by Lemma 20 88

have for t^>R0

F(t ! p, f,g) =e^\

[/W {2 \<ADu, x> \'-<Ax, xXADu,
\X\=t

[2p'f<AX9
[2fp'2<Ax,
Proof, Noting Definition 2. 5 we have the assertion by direct
calculation.
Q]
To prove Lemma 20 8 we use the following.
Lemma 20 7. Let w, 9 f r0eZ,} oc 00), where d{w is the derivative in the
sense of distribution. Then for any t>R0, \
x-uudS exists (by choosing
j\*\=t
suitable representative for w, if necessary) , and we have for any
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Js<l*Ki

XiwdS — \

JUI=(
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XiwdS.

J|*I=J

Proof. See Eastham and Kalf [3, p. 239].

D

Lemma 2, 8, For any t^>s^>R0 we have
F(f,p,f,g)-F(s;ptf,g)
=(

[2Re[<ADv, PfXADv, *>] + \g-(AVf, x>

Js<l*l<i

-fdiv(Ax)}<Ax, x>~l\<ADv, x>\2+ {2?--1/<Ax, x>
+g-<APf, *>-/divU*)} [<ADv,
+ 2/Re[< «ADv, ?>A)~Dv, x >] -/ Re[< (<*,

v,

x, (Dv-x<Ax, x

Proof. v(x) e //?«(£*„) (, where £^o= {x | \x |>/?0},) given in Definition 2. 5 satisfies
-CD,

for r>R0. Noting ( A l ) , (A2), ( B l ) , (B2), (Cl), (G2), (C3), (Dl)
and (D2) we apply Lemma 2. 7 to
= Re
Js<\x\<t

x
At the same time we note

- 5, (<ADw,
Then we have the followings :
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s<\x\<t

= -2(\

J|*l=*

-\

J|*|

-1/( \ADv \
Js<\X\<t

- \<ADv,

2Re

{
Li.i</
</?=
f<x Afr>(<ADvt
\.<^j '

s<lx\<t

= ((

J\x\=t

~(

Jl»l=s

)f<Ax,

{<AFf, xy +/div (AX) } <ADv, Dv^dx,
Js<\x\<t

2Re (

(qi + kJvf^ADv, x^dx

Js<\x\<t

= (\

-\

J\X\=t

J\Xl=S

- \

)f<Ax,xy(ql + kl)\v\2dS

[ {<A?f, *y +/div (AX) }

J*<|*|<«

+f<AP (q, + AO ,*>}|»|2dx, - Re\
Js<\x \<t

l*|=f

JU|=s

Js<UI<(

So we have the assertion.
Definition 2.9. Let
G (x ; v) = (la - r O) )<^ * , xy~l \<ADv, *> | 2 + (2 - r (
+2 {<Jf, ^>-! \ADv \2-<ADv,

dx

POLYNOMIAL GROWTH OR DECAY OF EIGENFUNCTION
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+ Re[<ADz;, F&XI + koto Re[?J -r<4*, ff>'l<A7q^ x >
2

where
goto = «-rto
The meanings of G(x',v) and ^0W given in Definition 20 9 can
be cleared by the following. The choice of f(x) and g(x) given in
the following are the same given by Mochizuki [6],
Lemma 28 109 we have
(1) for t>s>RQ
F(t;p, <Ax, fXV^oW^- 1 ) -F(s;p9 <Ax, xy-lra,go(x)r«-1)

(2)

g0(x)=n + a-I-rW+o(l) as

(3)

FgoW=o(r^ 1 ) flJ

Proof, Noting Definitions 2.5, 20 9 and Lemma 2.8, we have (1)
by direct calculation. (2) and (3) are also obtained by /3>0, (A5),
(F5), Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.9.
Q
Lemma 20 11. There exist some constants C8>0 and RZ>RQ such
that for any r^>R2 we have

and for any t^>s^>R2 we have

F(t',Q, <Ax, ^XV-^oWr--1) -F(s;Q, (Ax, ^-V^^W^' 1 )
\v \*}dx.

Proof,

Noting Lemma 2, 10, we have only to show the former
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part of the assertion. In the sequel e;(?-) (i=l,2, ...) means a positive function for r~>R0 which tends to 0 as r->oo. Noting (Al)~
(A5), Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.10 and inequality
1 01 (*)f, 9> I <<A W^ f>1/2<^ W7, 9>1/2 for any *e0, f,
we have the followings :
2rRe[<.ADv, P«Ax, f >->) X^Dv, x>] > -^(r) (ADv,
>-x \ADv \2-<ADv, Dvy] > -e2(r)<,ADv,

201*.
-2 H

(Dv-x^Ax, x^-^ADv,

1/2

BAx

> 1° I2'

I2} ,

By (F), (Fl), (F2), (F3), and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.10, there exist
some constants C8>0 and Rz~>Ra such that for any r^>R2 we have
2

«-^

2- r W-

W

---^-

£

''

- SX- (0 > C
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1

where Cx is the one given in (A4) . So, by Definition 2, 9 and (ADv,
Dvy = (Ax, xyl | (ADv, x > |2+ [<ADv, Dv>- (Ax, x^1 \ <ADv, *> | 2 } 3 we
have the assertion.
G
Remark 2, 12, Under the assumptions in Theorem 1. I we have
also G(x',v)>CB(\Dv\2+r2B-2\v\2),
But considering the proof of
Theorem 1.4, we formalize the statement given in Lemma 2.11.
Lemma 2.13. For any constant />2- 1 (2-lim inf r(*)) >d/2>0,
there exists some constant R^>R2(y where R2 is the one given in Lemma
2.11,) such that for any t^>s^>R3 and any m>l we have
r\ <Ax, f>- l r% ftWr"'1) >F(s',mrl, <Ax, ^>- 1 r a 9 ^oWr a " 1 ).
Proof,

Let

Then we have

-2m/r z ' 1 {/-I
*, xy-1 \<ADv,

2

By Lemmas 2. 1 and 20 10, there exists some constant R3>R2 such
that for any r>jR 3 and any m>\ we have
m/r ' [21 + r W - 2 - r
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y~ldiv (Ax) }
-<Ax, x> [l-l + r<Ax, £>-lAiv(A£) +gQ] 2 >0.
So, by Lemmas 2. 10 and 2. 11, we have the assertion.

Q

§ 3. Proofs of Theorem 1. 1 and Corollary 1. 2
In this section we assume Assumptions (A)-^(G). And let u(x)
satisfy (*). Keep in our mind that we intend to prove Theorem 1. 1
by contradiction.

Lemma 3. 1. //
lim inf R*\
R-+OO

J\x\=R

then we have for any
X\>RO
lim inf Rm (
J\x\-

Proof. We have only to prove the former part of the assertion.
At first we show
J\x\>RQ

for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , by mathematical induction. By Definition 2. 5 and
Lemmas 2. 1 and 2. 10, there exists some constant C9>0 such that
for any t>R0 we have

= ta(

\_KAx, xy

J\x\=t

u, xyuj -qi\u

l^dS

>| 2 +{r- 2 +( g i )_} \u\*]dS.

\x\=t

Then by assumption we have
lim inf
f-»00
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Therefore, letting £->oo along the suitable subsequence in Lemma
2. 11, we have for any s>R2
r * + 2^-3

\u \*}dx< -

\x\>s

which shows that (t) holds for 772 = 0. Now we assume that (t)
holds for 772. Then by above inequality, Definition 2. 5 and Lemma
2.8 we have for any t>R2
\x\>s

(s;Q, (Ax,
*2

=

(

r <-+i)/'+«-i[<42) B>

JR2<\x\<t

-2<Ax,xy-l\<ADu,xy 2~]dx
= F(t;Q, 0, r (-+i)^+«-i) -F(R2',Q; 0,
R2<\x\<t

r

Noting j8>0, (G2), Lemmas 2.1 and 2.10, and (t) for m, there
exists some constant C10>0 such that for any t^>R2 we have
R2<\x\<t

u\*\dx
2

<CW{

J\x\>R2

r(m+w+a-3\u\2dx<oo.

By Definition 2. 5. we have

u\2lds,

\x\=t

Then by (t) for m, we have
lim inf F ( t ' , Q , 0,
Therefore
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l*l>s

\*\>R2

(r(m+™-Rf+1^tra-l\<ADu,xy\2 + ra+2^

which shows that (t) holds for m + l. Letting in Lemma 2.4 COO
= rm/2, and noting ( t ) , we have the former half of the assertion.
D
Lemma 3. 2. Let
lim inf /Z a \
£-*°°

[ |<^/)«, *> |2+ {r~2+ (ft).}

J 1*1 =12

Then for any 0<Z</3 flwrf any m>0 Z/zer0 *#«£$• J0m£ constant
(, z^fer^ /?2 is the one given in Lemma 2. 11) such that for any

emt\

(Ax, xy \u \2dS<e™\

J\X\=t

<A*9 x> \u \2dS.

Jl*|=5

Proof. For 0</<^ and m>0 let fl(r) =2- 1 (w/r' + n). By Lemma
2. 1 there exists some constant R5>RQ such that for any r>/2 5 we
have w>r<^4;e, ^"Miv (^4x) . Then for any t^>s^>R5 we have by integration by parts

> |u \*]dS.
l*l=r

So we have only to show that there exists some R4>R5 such that
for any r>^?4 we have

For ^00 =fl(r)log r and ^(r) = r - 2a(r) we have e2t*r>g(r) =1, fp™g(r)p'(r)
= r~la(T), g (r) +2g(r)p'(r) =Q, k, (x) = -a(r}2r-\Ax, *> and *2(*) =
-flWr-^^^ + flC^r-MivU^) by Definition 2.5. Therefore by
Lemmas 2. 6 and 2. 8 we have for /1
l*l=r
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r, 0, f-**>)

, *> |D 1 2dS} ds,
f

2aM

r-

[_2<Ax, x>~l\<ADv, x> \

Jt<\x\<ll

where C3 is the one given in (G2). By (G2), Lemmas 2. 1 and
2. 10, and 0</</3, there exist some constants R6>R5 and Cu >0 such
that for any r]>r>/?6 we have
2<Ax, x>~1 \<ADv, x> \2+gar-1Rel<ADv, x>v~\

, x> + 2C3<Ax,
iv(J*) -<AX, x»] \v\2

Noting for ^>
_f
\x\=t2

J\x\=

{div

we have by Lemma 2. 10 for ii, i2
F0 2 ;a(r)log r, <4*, *>-V, ^r-1)
)r«+s-2<Ax,x>\v\2dS
|A:|=f

sl<\x\<t2

+ 2a(T)r~1{g0 + r<Ax, x^div (Ax) + a (r) <Ax, x>r~2 { (r (*) - 2 - K-4F «^4^, ^f)'1) , *»
v
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Noting 0<7<^8, Lemmas 2.1, 2.10 and 2.11, there exist some constants R7>max{R2, R5} and C12>0 such that for any r>r>/?7 we
have
, x>~ldiv(Ax) > -a(r)<Ax, x>'1 \<ADv, x> \2-C12rl~2 \v\\
a (r) <Ax, x>r~2 { (r - 2 - r<AP «Ax, x>~1) , *» a (r)

, x> [r<Ax, x>~ldiv (Ax)

There exists some constant R^>R7>R2 such that for any r>O>/?4 we
have
Therefore for any t2^>Si^>T^>R4i we have
f

\x\=sl

^> \v \2dS
5

^>|y \*dS.

By Lemmas 2. 1, 2.6 and 2. 10, for r>/? 4 there exist some constant
and Ci3>0 such that for any t2>R& we have
r,<Ax,x>-lr«,gQr«-1) +2C&

ra+*-2<Ax, x>\v \2dS

J\x\=t2

[ \<ADu, x> |2+ {^-2+ (?1) .} |
Therefore by Lemma 3. 1 we have
lim inf [F(*2;0(r)log r, <A*,
, x> \v

So for any 5!>r>^?4 we have
F(sl',a(r)log

r,<Ax, x>~lra, g,ra~
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and then for any Ji>r>/? 4 we have
[Re[<U,Dii, f>fi] +a(r)r- 1 <^ 5 x> u 2~]dS

, x> \u \
|*|=r

Letting ^-^oo along the suitable subsequence, we have, by Lemma
3. 1., for any r> J K 4

Lemma 3. 3. //
[ \<ADu, x>\2+

lim inf R*(
J?-*oo

J|*|=X

/or arcjy 0<Z</3 awrf anjv m>0 rt;g

Proof, We apply Lemma 3.2 replacing m wfth m + 2.
any r>/2 4 we have

Then for

\x\=r

here Cu = e(m+2^(

J\x\=R4

mr

u

\u\2dS>Oa

Then we have

x

Letting C(0 =e(m/®r in Lemma 2.4, we have the assertion.
Now we can prove Theorem 1.1.
of Theorem 1.1. At first we shall prove the former half of
the statement. If we assume that the statement is false, we have
lim inf R"
R-+OO

J\x\=R

[ \<ADu9 *> |2-f [r~2+ (ft) _} \u |

By (F) and (F2) we can choose a constant / satisfying 0<2~1<5<
2- 1 (2-liminf rW)</<j8. By Lemma 2.12 we have for any
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R3 and any m>l

F(t',mrl, <Ax, x >-V, gQra~l) >F(s;mrl, <Ax, *>-V, g^'1) .
By Lemmas 28 1, 2.6 and 2.10, for m>l
/?9>/?3 such that for any t>R^ we have

there exists some constant

u, x> |2+ {1 + (?1) _} |ii

So by Lemma 38 3 we have
lim inf F(t\mr\ <Ax, x>-lra,g0ra-1) <09
and then we have for any s>R3 and any m>l
F(s;mrl, <Ax, x>-lra,gQra~l) <0.
Since supp[w] is not a compact set in Q by (*), there exists some
constant R{Q>R3 such that \

<^,^>|M| 2 rf5>0.

e~2mRliQF(RlQ]mr\^Ax,xy~lra,gQra''1)

is a quadratic in m, whose coeffici-

Ji*i-*10

2

2

<^^,^>|M| 2 fif6 ( >0.
Ji*i=* 10
some constant mQ>l such that
ent of m is 2/

J?2/0+a-4

By Lemma 2.6,

Therefore there exists

-1) >05
which is the contradiction.
Now we shall prove the latter half of Theorem 1.1. Let e>0.
We take ^(r) eCJ(/2, /2+e) satisfying ^(0=1
for R+(e/3)<r<R
+ (2e/3) and 0<£R(r)<l for R<r<R+e. Moreover we can admit
that there exists some constant C15>0 such that for any R>RQ and
any r>R we have |fi(r)|<C 1 5 . Let c? = max{0, dl9 d2] >0. By the
conclusion of the former half of Theorem 1.1, there exist some constants C16>0 and RU>RQ such that for any /Z>/Z U we have

\x\=R

Then by (A4), Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, -<r<0 and - a + max [3l9 32] < 0,
we have for any R>Rn
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R<\X\<R+B

R<\X\<R+B

r-°-*\u\2dx

R<\X\<R+B

o/2)2eRr-"-2} \u\*dx +

jR<\x\<R+e

r-°~2\u\2dx

<C17\ JR<\*\<R+e \u\2dx,
where d is the one given in (A4) and C17 = C?C/1 +2C125 + -

00

D

Proof of Corollary 1 . 20 By Theorem 1 . 1 there exist some constant C18>0 and some integer NQ>RQ such that for any integer N>
NQ we have
f

i

\

JN<\x\<N+l

19 7 -^ n

, -a-max{0,5 11
59}
12

\u\2dx>CuNr

_,

... -

>C1&N~\

Then we have
(

JNQ<\x\<N+l

\u\2dx= £ r \

H=A 0 J»<l*Kn+l

|^| 2 ^>C 18 i; n-\
n=NQ

\u\2dx = oo.

and then \

Q]

J|x!>l?0

§4, Proofs of Theorems 1. 3 and 1.4
In this section we assume (B)^-(G) replacing a^OO with 5,v except
for (C3). Instead of (G3) we assume (C3)7. Let M(AT) satisfy (**).
In this case we use the following.
Lemma 48 1. Let w, drw^Lloc(Q)^
distribution sense*

where drw is the derivative in the

Then for any £>/?05 \
w dS exists (by choosing
Ji*i=t
suitable representative for w? if necessary) , and for any t^>s^>RQ we have
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drw dx=((
s<|*|<*

{J\X\=tJ

)w dS-(
|X|=5

(n-

r lw dx.

JS<\X\<t

Proof. See Lemma 4. 1 of Uchiyama [11],

Q

Remark 4.2. If aij(x)=dij and if we assume (C3)' instead of
(C3), then Lemma 2.8 with au(x) =du also holds. In fact by (C3)'
we have f(qi + kl) \v\2, dr{f(q1 + kl) \v\2} <=L\QC(Q), and then by Lemma
4. 1 we have
s<\x\<t

= ((

J|x|=t

-\

Jl*l=s

)/(?i + *i)|»

<|*|<«

Now we can prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since Lemma 2.8 with aij(x)=dij- is also
true by Remark 4.2, we can follow the proofs of Theorem 1. 1 and
Corollary 1.2.
D
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since Lemma 2.8 with aij(x)=dij and
bi(x) =0 is also true by Remark 4. 23 we have for t^>s^>RQ by Definition
2.9 and Lemma 2. 10
F(t ; p, ra, gor«-1) -F(s\p, r«, gQra~l)
s<\x\<t

where

— l— f(x) =0(1)

+ (a+ teoRe

By (F2)' and (F5)' we have

as
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as |*|->oo,
as |*|-»oo.

So we have
2

f

R

-

- (2- r (*))

By (F), (Fl) and (F3), there exist some constant C19>0 and R12>
RQ such that for any r^>Ru we have

2

.

So for any r>Rw we have
which corresponds to Lemma 2. 11. Therefore we can follow
proofs of Theorem 1. 1 and Corollary 1.2.

the
Q

§ 5e Examples
In this section we give several applications of Theorem 10 30 Let u(x)
satisfy (**), where (**) is given in Theorem 10 3. In the sequel we
treat special 6 Z -O) 5 <7iM and q2(x) in (**). So it is easy to check
that all assumptions (B), (C)' 5 (D) and (E) are satisfied, where (C)'
is the condition given by a replacement (G3) with (C3)' in (G). So
we are mainly interested in checking (F) and (G). In (F) we
choose T(X) as a constant function, and we rewrite its constant
as y again. After checking that (F) and (G) hold, we have by
Theorem 1. 3
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\u(x) \2dx>Q,

(#) lim inf R* {
fl-»°o

JR<\X\<R + 1

where
^ = or + max {0,^,^},
are

and a, <51? <52
the ones given in (F) and (G) . Here we note that
the choice of a in (F) has some freedom. The smaller we choose a,
the better results for JJL we have.
Example 5. 1. In (**) let

A,- (*)=0,

where /&00 is a positive continuous homogeneous function of degree
#>0, FOO is a real-valued function satisfying
(##) 700=00*) and 3r7(x) =o(r fl - 1 )

as r-»oo?

and 1 is a real constant.
Note r3rgi + r?i< ~ {^4-r-o(l)}r 0 min A(^). So j8 = 2-1(2 + »)>0 and
min{2, 2a}>r>2-2p=-6 satisfy (F). ^= fl>3 2 = (ff/2) -l=j8-2
satisfy (G). Then in (#) jM>»/2 is arbitrary. Moreover if 0<0
<2, we have u(x)&L2(Q). Compare with Agmon [2, Theorem 5]
and Uchiyama [8, Example 5.2].
Example 5 8 2. In (**) let

as

i,-00=0,

where /z(%) is a positive continuous homogeneous function of degree
— 2<0<0 and V(x) is a real-valued function satisfying (##).
In this case ^8 - 2"1 (2 + ») >0 and min {2, 2a} >r>2 -2fi=-0 satisfy
(F), and 0>3! = ff>32= (0/2) -1=0-2 satisfy (G). Then in (#) ^>
— (0/2) is arbitrary and u (x) <£ L2 (Q) . Compare with Agmon [1,
Theorem 4 without its proof] and Uchiyama [8, Example 5.2],
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In (**) let

?i(*) =h\W ~h2(
(£2 \^0 —~ 0 \T /

as

4,00=0,
where /Zi(#) is a real-valued homogeneous function of degree — j^>
— 2 satisfying
(###) there exist some constant 0<a<l and C>0 such that for any
w(x) EECiT('Q) we have

/z 2 (#) is a real-valued continuous homogeneous function of degree 0,
V(x) is a real-valued function satisfying (##), and ^ is a real constant. Here we do not assume that /iiOO has a constant sign.
If A2(*) is positive, 0>max{0, -r} and < j = ( 0 / 2 ) - l , then in (#)
//>(7/2)+^ is arbitrary, since J8 = 2~ 1 (2 + ^) and 2a>7>2 — 2^8= — ^
satisfy (F) and dl = 6>32= (0/2) -1 =0-2 satisfy (G). So if A 2 00
is positive, — 2<f<2, max{0, — j] <^<1 — (7*/2) and a =(6/2)— 1,
then u(x)&L2(Q}a
On the other hand if ^>0, ^>0, ^<0 and c? =
— 1, then in (#) /i>r/2 is arbitrary and u(x)&L2(Q), since 0=1,
2a> r >2-20 = 0,^ = 0 and 3 2 = - l = 0 - 2 satisfy (F) and (G). Compare with Uchiyama [8, Example 50 6 and Remark 5.3],
Remark 5. 4e We note that
g>

/2 (^) = — 2Z

'+ 2

g

°'

is a homogeneous function of degree — 1, does not have a constant
sign and satisfies the condition (###) given in Example 5. 3, where
ci9 c^ are positive constants, n = 3N, x= (x(l\ . . . , * (JV) ) eU3]V, x ( i )
r,.= |jc ( 0 | and r lV = |jc (0 -* 0) |.

Example 5 0 5 0 In (**) let n = 2 and
°)

as r-»oo5
,

b2 (x) = -
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where V(x) is a real-valued function satisfying (##),
= ( l + r ) a , 6 0 ^0, c, A, 6, a, d are real constants.
Noting

f(r)=r8orf(r)

\B(x)x\* =
we have the followings :
(i)
If c<0, 0>max{0, 2 ((5+1)} and *=(0/2)-l, then in (#)
/C>0/2 is arbitrary, since /3 = 2-1(2 + 0)>0, 2>r>2-2^=-0 and a
> r /2 satisfy (F), and 3l = 0>d2 = <r= (0/2) - 1 = 0-2 satisfy (G). So
if c<0, 2>0>max{0, 2(<5+l)} and a = ( 0 / 2 ) - l , then u(x)s£L2(Q),
(ii) If 0 = 2(<5+l)>0, <7=(0/2)-l and i§ + 4*<0, then in (#)
{l+6§(4c)" 1 } 1/2 ]+« is arbitrary.
7

In fact for any

satisfying (2-2/3- -0<)l-[2-0 - (2 + 0) {1 +«(40 -l}l/2]<r<~\2
1+6 2 0 (4^)- 1 } 1/2 ] «2),

we have

2) 2 <0, which shows that /3 = 2~ 1 (2 + #), ^ given above and 2a>f satisfy
(F). a1 =
ff>32=(*/2)-l=j8-2
satisfy (G). So if 0<0
2[1+ {l+4§(40"1}1/2][3- {1+4§(40"1}1/2]"1 and a =(0/2) -1, then
(iii)

If 6><0, ( j = a = - l and 4^>*g3 then in (#)

1 1/2

-

2

Ao(4^) ~ } ] is arbitrary and u(x)&L (Q). In fact for any 7* satisfying
(2-2j8 = 0<) l-{l-^(4^)- 1 } 1/2 < r <l + {l-^(4^)-1}1/2«2), we have
— 7-^ + -^ -- — 6i<0, which appears in (F). (F) is satisfied by £=1,
7* given above and 2a>^.

(G) is satisfied by 31 = 0 and <52— ~ 1 =

(iv) If ^<0, 3<-l, < 7 = - l and ^>0, then in (#) /^>0 is
arbitrary and u ( x ) &L2(Q} . In fact j 8 = l , 0<r<2 and 2a>^ satisfy
(F) and dl = 0 and 32= — 1=|8 — 2 satisfy (G). Compare with
Uchiyama [10, Example 7],
Example 5,6. In (**) let n = 3 and
as
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where / (*) = rs (xl + x$ 5//25 bQ^Q, cT> — 1, 5, c? 0, a are real constants
and V(x) is a real-valued function satisfying (##). The condition
<5'> — 1 is imposed to satisfy (B2) .
Noting
\B(x)x I2 = ^i? (*? + *!) (rdrf+2f)* = ±%(d + 3'+2^(tf + $r'+\
we have the same results as Example 5.5 (i)~(iv), where we replace d with d-\-d'. Compare with Uchiyama [10, Example 10].
Example 5. 7. Let N>1 be integer., cz-3 ctj, c, bQ^Q, d,d\ 6, a and
A be real constants. And in (**) let n = 3N and

?i(*) = - Z ^+ S ^ + ^ + FW-A,
i^i<jv r,- i<i<^<^- ruq2(x)

— o(r a )

as r->oo5

where /,W = rV;/ («'>-!) or /, W =r f l (^- 2 + ^.-i) a//2 («>-!) and
F(x) is a real-valued function satisfying (##).
Since
max {jf

for r>0 ?
we have

lim sup r-2(5'+1) S Ul;-2 + 4-i)rf' = max{yV-5', 1},
r-»oo

lim sup r -

l<t<^

2(a/+1)

£

(4-2 + 4-i) 5/+1 = max{7V-5 , 1}.

Noting Remark, 50 4, we must choose 2 — 2/3<?-=l<2 in (F), and
we have the followings :
(i)
Ifc<0, ^>max {0,2(3 + 3' + !)} and a= (6/2) -1, then in (#)
//>^- + ^ is arbitrary. In fact /3 = 2~ 1 (2 + 60 >0 and min{2, 2a} >r =
l>2-20=-0 satisfy (F), and dl = 0>62 = a = p-2

satisfy (G). So if
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c<0,~->»>max{0,2(« + 3 / +l)} and a= (0/2) -1, then u (*)
(ii)

If
2

0 = 2(3 + «' + l)>0,

a=(e/2)-l

and

5

6(K0 + 2) max {A^- ', !}<(), then in (#) t*>\- + ° is arbitrary.

In fact

the choice of a, ft 7-, 5l9 <52 given in (i) also satisfies (F) and (G) in
this case. So if JL>fl = 2(3+«' + l)>0, <r= (0/2) - 1 and
1}<0, then u(x}&L2(Q).
(iii) If 0<0, 3 + 3' = a = - l and 4£>6§ max {A^5', 1}, then in (#)
//>l/2 is arbitrary and u(x)&L2(Q}, since j8=l, 2a>^=i> 2-2£
= 0 satisfy (F) and d1 = 0>82 = a= - 1 =j8-2 satisfy (G).
(iv) If ^<05 3 + a x <-l, < r = - l and ^ = 0, then in (#) /u>l/2
is arbitrary and u(x}&L2(Q), since j8=l, 2a>r=l>2-2 j 8=:0 satisfy
(F), and ^ = 0 and d2 = ff=-l=fi-2 satisfy (G). Compare with
Eastham-Kalf [3, Example 5. 3. 3, p. 134] and Uchiyama [10, Example
11].

Example 5. 88 In (**) let
1

) -1

as r->oo

where a>05 b^Q and ^>0 are real constants, and real-valued function V(x) satisfies (##) with ^ = 0.
We shall show that u(x)&L2(Q), if X>2~lat{a2 + 4b2}l/2-a'], For
simplicity let b=±ra (r>0) and % = va2 (y>0). And let
-s)

S m2ar

'

+ V(x} -va\
as

where — oo<;5<Coo is a parameter. Let a = ^ = l 5 51 = 0, ^ 2 = ~1 —
£-2 and 2-2/3 = 0<r = 2-*<2a = 2 (0<^<2) 5 which satisfy (G). If
(F) holds for some — oo<5-0<oo and 0<£0<2, then /jt=l satisfy (#)
and u(x)&L2(Q).
In order to show that (F) holds for some — oo
<>0<oo and 0<£0<2, it is enough to show
m f [ H ( s , t ) |-oo<j<oo 9 0<O<2}<0,
where
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H(s,t)=a-2\im sup[r3r?1W + (2-09iW+r 1 !r ? 2 (A;) I 2 ].
r-»oo

Now we calculate H(s,t}

as follows,,
{cos

sys-2-2u,
v,

2ar=F (1 -s)tT-ls~2}2

if t<rs2\l-s\-\
if t>rs2\\-s ~\

H(s,t} is continuous in (j, 0 eUx (0, 2), and there exists some (j l5
O e/Sx[0, 2] such that ^ = wf| 1 -^ I"1 and H (sl9 tj =mf [H (s, t) \
t>Ts2\l-s\~\ 0<*<2, s^R}. Noting T2s2t~l + t (1 -^) 2 ^ 2 >2r |1 -s \
for (j, O ^ B X ( 0 , 2), we have

Here we have
= rls-2{vsz+ (1 -j) 2 } [i-w2{i;j2+ (1 -s)2} -1]

Then i n f [ H ( s 9 0 i^elS, 0<^<2}<0 is equivalent to r 2 <i,(y+l) 5 which
leads to
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